
DESCRIPTION & OPERATION 

BRAKE BOOSTER 

Delco-Moraine Single Diaphragm 

A combined vacuum-hydraulic unit which uses a combination of intake manifold vacuum and atmospheric 
pressure to provide power assist. Reserve vacuum supply and vacuum check valve allow several brake 
applications, with vacuum assist, after engine has stopped. 

Unit is composed of 2 main sections. The vacuum power cylinder and the dual master cylinder. Vacuum power 
cylinder contains power piston assembly, which houses control valve, reaction mechanism, and power piston 
return spring. 

Delco-Moraine Tandem Diaphragm 

Unit is mounted on firewall and connected directly to brake pedal. A combination of vacuum and atmospheric 
pressure is used to provide power assist. 

Power cylinder houses power piston assembly, which contains primary and secondary diaphragms, pistons, 
floating control valve, reaction piston, and disc. 

Bendix Hydro-Boost 

System utilizes power steering pump fluid pressure to operate booster. The assembly contains an open-center 
spool valve which controls pump pressure during braking. Also a lever mechanism is used to control the 
position of the valve and a boost piston to operate master cylinder. 

The unit also has a reserve system which stores sufficient fluid under pressure to provide at least 2 braking 
applications. Brakes can be applied manually if reserve system is depleted. 

DISC BRAKES 

Delco Floating Caliper 

Delco floating caliper disc brake assembly uses a single piston caliper. The caliper is mounted to an anchor 
plate which is bolted to the steering knuckle. The caliper assembly floats through 4 rubber bushings on 2 steel 
guide pins. 

The pins are threaded into caliper anchor plate. When brakes are applied, hydraulic pressure is passed to caliper 
piston. This force pushes inner brake pad against inner rotor braking surface. 

Pressure then moves caliper inward on guide pins, thus forcing outer disc pad against outer rotor braking 

NOTE: Delco floating caliper disc brakes are used on all gasoline engine models 
except those equipped with Bendix Hydro-Boost power brake units and/or 4-
wheel disc brakes. All other models use Bendix sliding caliper disc brakes.
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surface. When brakes are released, pressure is removed from cylinder. Rotor runout moves piston back off of 
rotor to maintain sufficient rotor-to-pad clearance. 

Fig. 1: Exploded View of Floating Caliper Assembly 

Bendix Sliding Caliper 

Bendix sliding caliper disc brakes use a single piston caliper. Front calipers are attached to a mount integral 
with the steering knuckle. Rear calipers are mounted to an adapter bolted to the drive axle. 

When brakes are applied, hydraulic pressure is passed to caliper piston. This force is transmitted to inner brake 
pad against inner rotor braking surface. Pressure then moves caliper inward, forcing outer disc pads against 
outer braking surface. 

When brake pedal is released, pressure is removed from caliper cylinder and rotor runout moves piston back 

NOTE: Bendix sliding caliper disc brakes are used on all models equipped with Bendix 
Hydro-Boost power units, 4-wheel disc brakes, and/or diesel engines. All other 
models use Delco floating caliper disc brakes.
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into caliper cylinder to maintain sufficient rotor-to-pad clearance. 

DRUM BRAKE 

Delco single anchor, duo-servo type brake assemblies are used on the rear of all models. The assemblies consist 
of a support plate, 2 brake shoes, return springs, automatic adjuster components and a duo-servo wheel cylinder. 

Automatic adjusters consist of a connecting link, override lever, override spring, return spring, actuating lever 
and an adjusting screw. Normal adjustment is accomplished through movement of actuating lever and 
secondary shoe during application of brakes when vehicle is operated in reverse. 

HEIGHT SENSING PROPORTIONING VALVE 

General Motors 30 series pickups use a height sensing proportioning valve that responds to changes in vehicle 
height. This valve automatically provides optimum front-to-rear brake balance, regardless of vehicle load. 

The valve controls pressure to rear brakes by sensing vehicle load conditions through relative movement 
between rear axle and body. As vehicle load increases (resulting in decreased vehicle height), higher brake line 
pressure to rear brakes is allowed. 

PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL BRAKE WARNING SWITCH 

This switch is used to warn vehicle operator that one of the hydraulic systems has failed. When hydraulic 
pressure is equal in both front and rear systems, switch piston remains centered and does not contact terminal in 
switch 

If brake system fails, hydraulic pressure moves piston toward failed side. Shoulder of piston then contacts 
switch terminal to provide for brake warning light. 

PROPORTIONING VALVE 

Valve operates by restricting, at a given ratio, hydraulic pressure to rear brakes when system hydraulic pressure 
reaches a certain point. This improves front-to-rear brake balance at high speed braking, when a percentage of 
rear weight is transferred to front wheels. 

Valve reduces rear brake pressure, and delays rear wheel skid. On light brake application, valve allows full 
hydraulic pressure to rear brakes. 

METERING VALVE 

This valve holds off pressure to front disc brakes to allow rear drum brake shoes to overcome return spring 

WARNING: The use of aftermarket equipment (such as load leveling kits, air shocks, 
etc.), or making modifications that change the distance between axle and 
frame, will provide a false reading to brake proportioning valve. These 
modifications may result in unsatisfactory brake performance, which in 
turn could result in an accident and possible personal injury.
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pressure and make contact with rear drums. This prevents locking front brakes on slippery or icy surfaces under 
light braking conditions. Valve has no effect on front brake pressure during hard braking conditions. 

MASTER CYLINDER 

Bendix/Delco-Moraine Dual Piston 

Bendix and Delco-Moraine tandem dual piston master cylinders are single casting type with front and rear 
pistons and a separate reservoir and outlet for each piston. 

Rear piston is operated by push rod connected to brake pedal. Front piston is operated by rear piston. In a 
combination disc and drum system, reservoir which feeds disc brakes is larger to compensate for larger 
displacement of disc caliper cylinder. 

Master cylinders incorporate a quick take-up feature, that delivers a large volume of fluid at low pressure upon 
initial application of brakes. This fluid quickly displaces the retracted caliper, placing brake linings in contact 
with brake rotors and drums. 

Bendix Mini-Master Cylinder 

Functions of the Bendix Mini-Master cylinder are basically the same as a conventional master cylinder although 
components differ. 

When cylinder is in released position, primary and secondary actuators are in contact with compensating valve 
stems which project into cylinder bore. 

This keeps valves off their seat and opens communication between cylinder bore and reservoir. The initial 
forward movement of piston permits compensating valves to seat. This closes communication between pressure 
chambers in cylinder bore and reservoir. As piston travels further, pressure build up is transmitted to calipers 
and wheel cylinders. 

Delco Quick Take-Up 

The Delco Quick Take-Up master cylinder is a 2 piece unit with cast master cylinder body and plastic fluid 
reservoir. It is designed for use with systems utilizing low drag calipers. 

This master cylinder includes a quick take-up valve. This valve delivers a large volume of fluid, at low pressure, 
upon initial application of brakes. The fluid quickly displaces retracted calipers, placing brake linings in contact 
with brake rotors and drums. 

HYDRO-BOOST OPERATION 

Released Position (No Braking) 

With pedal released, spool valve return spring holds spool valve open. The spool valve allows fluid flow 
between power steering pump and power steering gear. 
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Fluid pressure is blocked from entering boost pressure chamber by lands on spool valve. Boost pressure 
chamber is vented through spool valve, to pump return port, and back to power steering pump. 

Braking Position 

As brake pedal is depressed, it moves pedal rod and spool valve. This closes fluid return to pump, and admits 
fluid into boost chamber from pressure port. Additional valve movement restricts flow between pump and 
steering gear. 

As fluid pressure increases in boost chamber, it forces piston forward, actuating master cylinder piston and 
applying brakes. If fluid pressure is required for steering while braking, pump pressure will rise and spool valve 
will shift in an open direction allowing more fluid to flow to steering gear. 

Reserve System 

System consists of a charging valve, accumulator valve, and a spring loaded accumulator. Accumulator is 
integral with booster unit. System is open to pressure port of booster unit. 

Charging valve has an orifice and ball check. Fluid from pump passes through orifice in valve, unseats ball 
check valve and enters accumulator. Ball check valve prevents reverse flow. 

Accumulator valve is a poppet-type valve held closed by accumulator pressure. If no pump pressure is 
available, an actuator on spool valve sleeve opens accumulator valve. Fluid pressure can also enter accumulator 
from boost chamber through accumulator valve, when boost chamber pressure exceeds accumulator pressure. 

A pressure relief valve vents accumulator to pump return port when pressure in accumulator exceeds 

approximately 1600 psi (112 kg/cm2 ). 
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